Call for Applicants
Post-doctoral fellowships at the NIBN

One of NIBN's main goals is to be a center for excellence in science and to develop applicative biotechnology. In order to achieve this goal the NIBN offers post-doctoral fellowships for excellent PhD candidates who will advance the research and will contribute to NIBN laboratories

- Applicants must hold a PhD degree for a period of less than 4 years
- Fellowships will be awarded for 1 year with possible extension for an additional year

Applicants must submit the following documents:

1) CV
2) 2 Recommendation letters
3) Copy of the PhD certificate
4) Short paragraph of the proposed research (up to 2 pages)
5) A short letter from the intended laboratory head with the possible contribution of the applicant to the laboratory research

Applications to be sent to the following e-mail: nibn@bgu.ac.il

Fellowships will not be awarded to applicants applying for the laboratory where their PhD research took place